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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
January 24, 2020 
 
CELINE BOUTIER 
 
 
Q.  Nice 5 under, bogey-free, to climb, I would imagine, inside the top-10 when the 
day is done.  How does it feel to -- it's the weekend and be in good shape?  
 
CELINE BOUTIER:  Yeah, it was a pretty good round, pretty steady all day.  Didn't 
really know what to expect, because it rained so much last night, so I didn't really know 
how I was going to play.  But I felt like my iron game was pretty strong, so I had a lot of 
opportunities throughout the round.  And pretty happy with my round. 
 
Q.  How did the course play with all the rain that they got last night? 
 
CELINE BOUTIER:  Yeah, it was definitely much softer.  And so we didn't get much out 
of the drives.  Thankfully they moved a lot of tees up.  And it was playing lift-and-place, 
so that was nice, too.  But a couple of par 5's were reachable because they moved the 
tees up.  So I think there's a lot of opportunities out there.  And it wasn't -- the greens 
were not playing too different from yesterday speed-wise, so it was good. 
 
Q.  With a lot of placement off the tees on this course, how does that suit your 
game or maybe challenge you? 
 
CELINE BOUTIER:  I mean, any time they can move it up is better for me.  I'm not one 
of the longest players, so I feel like some of the par 4's were playing pretty long, 
especially because it's all carry.  So that was pretty helpful. 
 
And then, yeah, the par 5's were playing easier because of the tees being so up, so that 
was nice, too. 
 
Q.  It's your second event of the year, so your second weekend of action this year.  
How does the game feel getting into that competitive mode and playing the 
weekend? 
 
CELINE BOUTIER:  I think -- I think my name is pretty good right now.  I definitely feel 
like I have some room for improvement, which is always nice.  But overall, it's just the 
beginning of the season, so there's so many tournaments left.  But at the same time you 
want to take advantage of the opportunities you get.  So hopefully over the weekend, I 
can manage to play as well as the past two days.   
 


